Aerospace Structural Control
Application Note
Industries and Markets
• Aerospace
• High-end automotive
• Marine

Typical Parts

Description
Improving resistance properties in composite is all about improving stress
and strain resistance such as ultimate tensile strength.
Composite frames require subassembly to make the stronger chassis and
structures. Gluing and putting composite components together requires
quality assurance (QA) during the production process. Assembling these
parts can indeed cause some potential risks of new types of defects. It is
the same for inspection. The QA department must adapt their nondestructive techniques to find these defects. Ultrasonic phased array (PA) is
an excellent field-proven method to achieve this type of inspection.

• Aircraft parts (wings, frame,
and Body).
• Reinforced composite structure However, there are still some complex geometries to deal with. Short and
tight PA probes can go into corners, reach low clearance spaces, and solve
• Bonded joints

Inspection Techniques
• C-scans in amplitude and depth
• Back-wall signal monitoring
• Phased array

Features and Benefits

sophisticated structure assemblies.

This application note contains hardware and software solutions to
overcome all these inspection challenges.

Figure 1 RSflite, probe, and UTmap

• 2D, high-resolution scans
• Large recording scale capabilities
• Data-to-photo visualisation
• Typical composite structural defect
findings (disbond, void, inclusion,
resin pool)

Recommended Tool
Package
• RSflite
• UTmap
• 5-MHz, X3A-5M64E-0.6x10-SQX2.5,
low clearance probe
• 3AG-0L25, glider wedge
• QT2, manual encoder
• X6A-5M128E-0.75x10, large and low
edge clearance probe
• X6AW-0L25-IHC wedge
• 5-MHz, WheelProbe 2 composite kit
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Figure 2 Part and UTmap software
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Advantages of Using Pulse-Echo and Through-Transmission
Considering that composites consist in anisotropic
Figure 3 Frequent and important defects
material, they require a regular and flat finished
Matrix crack
surface to make an ultrasonic inspection possible.
Fibre excess
Adding simple composite laminate together provides
new potential for defect location especially if the
Disbonding
assembly contains many parts and layers. The two
current methods used to carry out NDT controls is
Fibre pull-out or
pulse-echo monitoring and through transmission (2
breakage
Resin pool
pitch and catch probes). The shadow technique solves
Erosion or
disbonding while pulse-echo targets resin pool,
impact
delaminations, and fibre excess. In some assemblies
Delamination
though, new geometries complexify outside access
which limit inspection to a single access point and,
eventually, require a small probe. Assembling
structures creates a new surface to inspect but also
reduces outside access. The following demonstrate
how this can be solved.
Figure 4 Composite stiffener
In Figure 5 the graphite-epoxy structure stringers have
been glued to a simple laminate composite to increase
its stiffness. The best approach is mapping the whole
top using a linear phased array probe such as the X3A
and a soft rubber glider. The probe smoothly moves
over the top surface to produce a complete mapping
imagery.
During the acquisition, as soon as the stiffener is not
bonded to the first laminate layer, an air or insertion
signal appears in the A-scan. For the user point of view,
plotting full resolution results requires A- and C-scan
views.
Using the combination of the RSflite instrument and
the UTmap software provides a complete 2D
visualisation toolbox for the most accurate analysis
possible.

Figure 5 UTmap software

Moreover, with the RSflite instrument and UTmap
software, the tasks of finding and reporting indications
have never been so easy. Both amplitude and time-offlight distance are based on pre-defined rejection
criteria. UTmap automatically highlights findings.
Through the annotation boxes, all the defects generate
a series of measurements that are exported to the PDF
report, this takes away the labour and timeconsuming costs.
For more information about how the RSflite instrument
and the UTmap software can solve your inspection
difficulties, call your Sonatest sales representative.
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